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In the Matter of 
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Petition for Reconsideration of Political 
File Orders 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
 

 
 
MB Docket No. 19-363 

To: The Commission  
        Chief, Media Bureau 
 

 
JOINT REPLY COMMENTS OF THE 

STATE BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATIONS 

The Alabama Broadcasters Association, Alaska Broadcasters Association, Arizona 

Broadcasters Association, Arkansas Broadcasters Association, California Broadcasters 

Association, Colorado Broadcasters Association, Connecticut Broadcasters Association, Florida 

Association of Broadcasters, Georgia Association of Broadcasters, Hawaii Association of 

Broadcasters, Idaho State Broadcasters Association, Illinois Broadcasters Association, Indiana 

Broadcasters Association, Iowa Broadcasters Association, Kansas Association of Broadcasters, 

Kentucky Broadcasters Association, Louisiana Association of Broadcasters, Maine Association 

of Broadcasters, MD/DC/DE Broadcasters Association, Massachusetts Broadcasters Association, 

Minnesota Broadcasters Association, Mississippi Association of Broadcasters, Missouri 

Broadcasters Association, Montana Broadcasters Association, Nebraska Broadcasters 

Association, Nevada Broadcasters Association, New Hampshire Association of Broadcasters, 

New Jersey Broadcasters Association, New Mexico Broadcasters Association, The New York 

State Broadcasters Association, Inc., North Carolina Association of Broadcasters, North Dakota 
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Broadcasters Association, Ohio Association of Broadcasters, Oklahoma Association of 

Broadcasters, Oregon Association of Broadcasters, Pennsylvania Association of Broadcasters, 

Radio Broadcasters Association of Puerto Rico, Rhode Island Broadcasters Association, South 

Carolina Broadcasters Association, South Dakota Broadcasters Association, Tennessee 

Association of Broadcasters, Texas Association of Broadcasters, Utah Broadcasters Association, 

Vermont Association of Broadcasters, Virginia Association of Broadcasters, Washington State 

Association of Broadcasters, West Virginia Broadcasters Association, Wisconsin Broadcasters 

Association, and Wyoming Association of Broadcasters (collectively, the “State Associations”) 

by their attorney in the matter, hereby file these Joint Reply Comments in the above-captioned 

proceeding.1 

SUMMARY 

The focus of this proceeding is a Petition for Reconsideration (“Petition”) filed by the 

National Association of Broadcasters and six broadcast groups on November 15, 2019 seeking 

reconsideration of the Orders.  The Petition asks the Commission to step back from the Orders’ 

substantial and damaging expansion of the political advertising disclosure requirements 

introduced by Section 504 of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002 (“BCRA”), and 

codified in Section 315(e) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (together, the 

“BCRA Requirements”).  The State Associations strongly support such reconsideration, and 

particularly the Petition’s request that the Commission appropriately narrow its respective 

definitions of a “political matter of national importance” and a “national legislative issue of 

public importance,” and “adopt a more rational, administrable and effective approach that 

 
1 See Complaints Involving the Political Files of WCNC-TV, Inc., licensee of Station WCNC-TV, Charlotte, NC, et 
al., Memorandum Opinion and Order, FCC 19-100 (rel. Oct. 16, 2019) (the “Order”); Complaints Involving the 
Political Files of Scripps Broadcasting Holding, LLC, licensee of Station WCPO-TV, Cincinnati, OH, Order, FCC 
19-101 (rel. Oct. 16, 2019) (together, the “Orders”). 
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requires stations to make reasonable, good faith efforts to disclose the topics that are the focus of 

political ads, rather than compile a laundry list of issues.”2 

Adopting a more rational approach to political advertising disclosures under Section 504 

of BCRA and Section 315(e) of the Communications Act of 1934 is not only wise public policy 

and constitutionally required, but is also required by the language of those very statutes and the 

Supreme Court’s decision upholding (by a slim 5-4 vote) the constitutionality of Section 504 

against a facial challenge.  In that decision, the Court acknowledged that the constitutionality of 

Section 504 as applied rested entirely on the FCC’s ability to find ways to “ameliorate” the 

“regulatory burdens by interpretation” in applying those disclosure requirements.  The FCC has 

for many years done exactly that, accepting the reasonable, good faith judgments of broadcasters 

in making those disclosures.  In the Orders, however, the FCC has veered sharply from that 

approach, placing not just heavier burdens on broadcasters’ and issue advertisers’ political 

speech, but imposing an unconscionable regulatory burden on all broadcasters, from the smallest 

to the largest, in precisely the manner that the Supreme Court foreshadowed would violate the 

First Amendment in an “as applied” review of Section 504’s and Section 315(e)’s 

constitutionality. 

Because this sudden deviation by the Commission is unsupported by the law, while being 

simultaneously far more burdensome than the Supreme Court suggested the First Amendment 

would permit, the State Associations urge the Commission to promptly grant the Petition in all 

respects consistent with these comments.  

  

 
2 Petition at 3 (emphasis omitted). 
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I. The Burdens Imposed by the FCC’s Newly-Announced Disclosure Requirements 
Conflict With the First Amendment 

A. The Disclosure Requirements Significantly Exceed the Burden the Supreme 
Court Found Constitutionally Acceptable in Upholding Section 504 of BCRA  

The BCRA Requirements introduced by Section 504 of BCRA and codified in Section 

315(e) of the Communications Act of 1934 exist today for only two reasons.  The first reason is 

that, despite being found unconstitutional by 7 of the 12 federal judges that reviewed them, the 

only five judges that believed Section 504 to be constitutional (at least facially) were all Supreme 

Court justices, leading to a 5-4 Supreme Court decision narrowly preserving Section 504.3  

Indeed, in the court below, Section 504 was one of only three sections of BCRA that the three-

judge panel unanimously agreed were unconstitutional.4    

Which brings us to the second reason that Section 504 has survived until today.  The 

narrow Supreme Court majority that preserved it did so with regard to the broadcast disclosure 

requirements on candidate ads because it asserted the BCRA candidate disclosure requirements 

were “virtually identical” to those already required by the FCC, and noted “[t]he FCC has 

consistently estimated that its ‘candidate request’ regulation imposes upon each licensee an 

additional administrative burden of six to seven hours of work per year”5 which the Court 

concluded “means annual costs of a few hundred dollars at most….”6  The Court found this was 

not unduly burdensome, given that such disclosures are useful in verifying licensees’ compliance 

with their “equal time” and “lowest unit charge” obligations, among other reasons.  To buttress 

 
3 Notably, only two of the five Supreme Court justices that voted to uphold Section 504 against the facial challenge 
in McConnell v. Federal Election Commission remain on the Court today.  
4 See McConnell v. Federal Election Commission, 251 F. Supp. 2d 176 (D.D.C. 2003), affirmed in part and reversed 
in part, 540 U.S. 93 (2003). 
5 McConnell v. Federal Election Commission, 540 U.S. 93, 234-35 (2003) (citing 66 Fed. Reg. 37468 (2001); 66 
Fed. Reg. 18090 (2001); 63 Fed. Reg. 26593 (1998); 63 Fed. Reg. 10379 (1998); 57 Fed. Reg. 18492 (1992)). 
6 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 235. 
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this conclusion, the Court noted the vast array of records on a variety of matters that broadcasters 

were required to maintain (a number of which have since been eliminated or streamlined as 

overly burdensome), and observed that “[c]ompared to these longstanding recordkeeping 

requirements, an additional six to seven hours is a small drop in a very large bucket.”7 

While the assumptions underlying the Supreme Court’s facial review of the candidate 

provisions of Section 504 were, at best, unrealistically optimistic and now out of date (and it is 

worth noting that all three lower court judges found the entirety of Section 504, including the 

candidate provisions, to be unconstitutional), its reasoning as to why Section 504’s issue 

advertising disclosure requirements were also facially constitutional would not stand up to a stiff 

breeze today.  The Court wrote that:  

The “issue request” requirements call for broadcasters to keep records of requests 
(made by any member of the public) to broadcast “message[s]” about “a national 
legislative issue of public importance” or “any political matter of national 
importance.”  47 U. S. C. §§ 315(e)(1)(B), (e)(1)(B)(iii) (Supp.II).  These 
recordkeeping requirements seem likely to help the FCC determine whether 
broadcasters are carrying out their “obligations to afford reasonable opportunity 
for the discussion of conflicting views on issues of public importance,” 47 CFR 
§73.1910 (2002), and whether broadcasters are too heavily favoring 
entertainment, and discriminating against broadcasts devoted to public affairs, see 
ibid.; 47 U. S. C. § 315(a); Red Lion, 395 U. S., at 380.8 

The Court’s basis for assuming Section 504’s issue ad disclosure requirements were 

constitutional (at least facially) is bewildering.  Its first reason relies entirely upon Section 

73.1910 of the FCC’s Rules, a section that referenced the FCC’s fairness doctrine, a doctrine the 

 
7 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 236. 
8 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 240-41. 
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FCC eliminated sixteen years earlier, in 1987, stating “we conclude that the fairness doctrine, on 

its face, violates the First Amendment and contravenes the public interest.”9 

The Court’s second reason is equally dubious.  The amount of issue advertising a station 

airs: (a) tells the FCC nothing about a station’s mix of entertainment versus public affairs 

programming,10 and instead merely reflects whether commercial advertisers are being pushed 

aside by issue advertisers, (b) has never actually been used by the FCC in such a manner 

(thankfully), and (c) would be a serious First Amendment violation, with the FCC 

micromanaging a licensee’s programming choices by favoring certain types of speech over 

others. 

Obviously, the Court’s reasoning as to why Section 504’s advertising disclosure 

requirements are facially constitutional is featherlight, and actually appears premised more on 

such burdens being so inconsequential (“six to seven hours of work per year,” “a few hundred 

dollars at most”) as to make these scant reasons adequate to overcome First Amendment 

concerns.  However, the Court acknowledged that it had performed only a facial analysis: 

Whether these requirements impose disproportionate administrative burdens is 
more difficult to say.  On the one hand, the burdens are likely less heavy than 
many that other FCC regulations have imposed, for example, the burden of 
keeping and disclosing “[a]ll written comments and suggestions” received from 
the public, including every e-mail.  47 CFR §§ 73.1202, 73.3526(e)(9) (2002); see 

 
9 See Syracuse Peace Counsel, 2 FCC Rcd 5043 (1987), at ¶ 2.  Section 73.1910 doesn’t even exist today, with the 
FCC having finally eliminated it in an August 2011 sweep of outdated FCC rules.  See Amendment of Parts 1, 73 
and 76 of the Commission’s Rules, 26 FCC Rcd 11422 (2011), at ¶ 3 (“This Order deletes both broadcast and cable 
rules referencing the Commission’s so-called ‘fairness doctrine.’  The Commission abrogated the fairness doctrine 
in 1987, after concluding that it no longer served the public interest, was not statutorily mandated, and was 
inconsistent with First Amendment values.  ‘[T]he FCC reasoned that the doctrine imposed substantial burdens on 
broadcasters without countervailing benefits.  As a result, the FCC concluded that the doctrine was inconsistent with 
both the public interest and the First Amendment principles it was intended to promote.’  In 1989, the D.C. Circuit 
affirmed the FCC’s conclusion that the fairness doctrine no longer served the public interest, without reaching the 
constitutional question.” (footnotes omitted)). 
10 For example, a station could run no issue ads at all and still have spectacular and extensive news and public affairs 
programming.  
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also supra, at 236.  On the other hand, the burdens are likely heavier than those 
imposed by BCRA § 504’s other provisions, previously discussed.   

The regulatory burden, in practice, will depend on how the FCC interprets and 
applies this provision.  The FCC has adequate legal authority to write regulations 
that may limit, and make more specific, the provision’s potential linguistic reach. 
47 U. S. C. § 315(d).  It has often ameliorated regulatory burdens by 
interpretation in the past, and there is no reason to believe it will not do so here. 
See 14 FCC Rcd. 4653, 4665, ¶ 25 (1999) (relaxing the recordkeeping 
requirements in respect to cable systems that serve fewer than 5,000 subscribers); 
14 FCC Rcd. 11113, 11121-11122, ¶¶ 20-22 (1999) (requiring candidates to 
inspect the political file at a station rather than requiring licensees to send out 
photocopies of the files to candidates upon telephone request).  The parties 
remain free to challenge the provisions, as interpreted by the FCC in regulations, 
or as otherwise applied.  Any such challenge will likely provide greater 
information about the provisions’ justifications and administrative burdens. 
Without that additional information, we cannot now say that the burdens are so 
great, or the justifications so minimal, as to warrant finding the provisions 
unconstitutional on their face.11 

In other words, the Court punted to the FCC, announcing its faith in the FCC’s ability to 

“ameliorate” the burden Section 504 imposed on broadcasters.  This word choice is highly 

instructive, as the Court could have said “the information required by Section 504 is quite 

reasonable and justified, and therefore only if the FCC required more disclosure than BCRA 

specifies would we be concerned about the ‘as applied’ constitutionality of that requirement.”  It 

did not.  Instead, the Court went the opposite direction, effectively acknowledging that Section 

504 specified the disclosure of substantial amounts of information with sparse government 

interest to support it, and looked to the FCC to “limit” Section 504’s “potential linguistic reach” 

and “ameliorate” the “regulatory burdens by interpretation.”  It is particularly clear that the Court 

was not just speculating as to whether the FCC might narrow the reach of Section 504, but 

relying on it, when it wrote that the FCC “has often ameliorated regulatory burdens by 

 
11 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 241-42 (emphases added). 
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interpretation in the past, and there is no reason to believe it will not do so here.”12  In doing so, 

the Court made clear that for Section 504 to be constitutional as applied, the FCC would need to 

“interpret” that provision in a way that reduced, rather than expanded, the burdens imposed by 

that provision as written. 

The FCC for many years lived up to the Court’s expectation, applying a perhaps unstated 

policy of deferring to the good faith reasonable judgment of the licensee as to the principle focus 

of the ad, an approach that the NAB has effectively asked the Commission to return to in its 

Petition for Reconsideration.13  However, in the Order, the FCC rejected the admonition of the 

Court to ameliorate the burden, and instead announced not merely a very broad reading of 

Section 504 and Section 315(e), but one which so broadens the disclosure requirements as to 

exceed the plain language of those provisions.14   

In short, the FCC has not ameliorated the regulatory burden, but intensified it.  The 

Orders (a) violate the fundamental principle of statutory interpretation that statutes should not be 

read in a manner that creates constitutional doubt if an alternate reading would prevent that 

result,15 (b) threaten the judicial demise of all of Sections 504 and 315(e) as being 

unconstitutional as applied, (c) place an unconscionable regulatory burden on broadcasters, and 

(d) infringe the First Amendment rights of both broadcasters and issue advertisers.  For all of 

 
12 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 242 (emphasis added). 
13 Petition at 18-20. 
14 See Section II, infra. 
15 FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 516 (2009) (“The so-called canon of constitutional avoidance 
is an interpretive tool, counseling that ambiguous statutory language be construed to avoid serious constitutional 
doubts.”); Edward J. DeBartolo Corp. v. Florida Gulf Coast Building & Constr. Trades Council, 485 U.S. 568, 575 
(1988) (“Another rule of statutory construction, however, is pertinent here: where an otherwise acceptable 
construction of a statute would raise serious constitutional problems, the Court will construe the statute to avoid 
such problems unless such construction is plainly contrary to the intent of Congress.”). 
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these reasons, the State Associations urge the Commission to, consistent with these comments, 

promptly grant the Petition for Reconsideration before more harm is done in this election year.  

B. The Commission Must Adopt Disclosure Requirements That Do Not Exceed 
the Burden on Broadcasters the Supreme Court Found Constitutionally 
Sustainable 

In assessing to what degree the FCC must “ameliorate” the regulatory burden otherwise 

presented by the BCRA Requirements, the most useful guidance we have is the Supreme Court’s 

assessment of a burden it found “facially” acceptable.  The examples it gave were “six to seven 

hours of work per year”16 and “annual costs of a few hundred dollars at most.”17  Usefully, the 

Court also noted that to pass constitutional muster, the burden had to be proportionate to the 

government’s interest, and compared it to the burden imposed by another FCC recordkeeping 

requirement: 

Whether these requirements impose disproportionate administrative burdens is 
more difficult to say.  On the one hand, the burdens are likely less heavy than 
many that other FCC regulations have imposed, for example, the burden of 
keeping and disclosing "[a]ll written comments and suggestions" received from 
the public, including every e-mail.18 

Notably, the FCC later eliminated the requirement to place letters and emails from the 

public in the Public Inspection File, citing in part the burden the requirement imposed on 

broadcasters.19  It is also worth mentioning that the burden imposed by placing correspondence 

from the public in the Public Inspection File was miniscule in comparison to that imposed by the 

 
16 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 234-35. 
17 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 235. 
18 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 241-42. 
19 Revisions to Public Inspection File Requirements–Broadcaster Correspondence File and Cable Principal 
Headend Location, 32 FCC Rcd 1565 (2017), at ¶ 3; see also accompanying Statement of Chairman Pai (“we amend 
our public inspection file rules to eliminate two requirements: (1) that commercial broadcast stations retain copies of 
letters and emails from the public; and (2) that cable operators maintain for public inspection the designation and 
location of a cable system’s principal headend.  These measures follow directly from Commissioner O’Rielly’s 
diligent work to identify unnecessary paperwork burdens.”). 
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Commission’s newly-created disclosure requirements (the “Disclosure Requirements”).  The 

former involved dropping letters received into a file drawer; the latter requires completing a 

disclosure form like the NAB’s PB-18, noting whether the station agreed to sell airtime to the 

advertiser and what precise airtime was sold (among other things), uploading that form and any 

associated documents “immediately” to the online public file,20 reviewing the issue ads on a tight 

timeframe when they arrive to discern all federal candidates, elections, and political matters of 

national importance, creating a complete list of those items for inclusion in an updated PB-18 

which then must be quickly uploaded to replace the prior PB-18, and then updating and 

uploading the PB-18 yet a third time once it is known which airings actually cleared on the 

station.   

While obviously very burdensome for any station, one could perhaps argue that the 

burden wouldn’t be as intolerable if stations aired only one or two issue ads a month.  That, 

however, is not the case.  As indicated in Commissioner Rosenworcel’s statement concurring 

with the Order, issued in October 2019, an off-year for elections, “there were 42,111 documents 

and records posted to the agency’s political file portal in the last week alone.”21  While we don’t 

know precisely how many of these were issue ads that now need to be scanned for all 

candidates/offices/elections/national matters, experience tells us a substantial portion will be 

issue ads, and that the number of such ads during an even-numbered year, and particularly a 

presidential election year, will be much higher.  The Supreme Court’s signoff on a 6-7 hour per 

year burden costing stations “a few hundred dollars at most” bears no resemblance to the burden 

stations now face because of the Disclosure Requirements.   

 
20 See 47 C.F.R. § 73.1943(c). 
21 Statement of Commissioner Jessica Rosenworcel, Concurring, FCC 19-100, at 1 (emphasis added). 
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Just training a single staffer to try to consistently spot national matters requiring 

disclosure would exceed the annual hours/cost burden anticipated by the Court—a burden the 

Court explicitly urged the Commission to ameliorate through “interpretation”.  And none of this 

considers the additional time or expense involved in stations actually reviewing the ads, creating 

the lists, and consulting with counsel on the tougher calls.  As a number of commenters note, the 

only practical solution, given the strict liability for missing a national issue in an ad, is to tell 

station employees to list every conceivable issue rather than trying to figure out which are 

required disclosures.22  Such overdisclosure, while still burdensome, reduces station risk and 

liability, at the expense of making the disclosures fairly useless for those seeking to track the true 

focus of such ads.   

The reward stations receive for attempting to accomplish this high volume, high speed, 

herculean task is to be called to defend their decisions in adjudications before the FCC as to 

whether an issue was “missed” in the uploaded PB-18, or improperly described.  The cost, 

diversion of resources, and distraction of station staff in conducting such defenses is alone more 

burdensome than anything contemplated by the Court in upholding the BCRA Requirements, 

and chilling in the extreme to stations’ willingness to accept issue advertising, at least in the 

quantities that issue advertisers desire.   

 
22 See Joint Comments of the ABC Television Affiliates Association, CBS Television Affiliates Association, FBC 
Television Affiliates Association, and NBC Television Affiliates, MB Docket No. 19-363 (“Network Affiliate 
Associations Comments”), at 3 (“Broadcasters’ only rational response to the uncertainties generated by the 
Commission’s recent ‘guidance’ will be to over-report everything.”); Comments of Block Communications, Inc., 
Gray Television, Inc., Meredith Corporation, E.W. Scripps Company and WBOC, Inc., MB Docket No. 19-363 
(“Joint Broadcaster Comments”), at 9 (“The natural inclination of any broadcast station employee faced with 
spotting and reporting on every federal candidate, election and political matter of national importance, especially in 
ads that raise a number of different issues, will be to over-disclose and identify any issue referenced however 
tangentially in any ad, whether or not that candidate or issue is really the focus of an ad.”); Petition at 19-20 (“The 
rules as drafted through these adjudications create strong incentives for local radio and TV stations to be 
overinclusive in their disclosures.”). 
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The only other rational response is for stations to charge more for issue ads than other ads 

to cover the added costs/risks such content entails, require that the advertiser supply the list of 

candidates/offices/elections/national matters in the ad, and require that the advertiser indemnify 

the station for all costs/liability incurred as a result of the ad.  However, besides demonstrating 

that the Disclosure Requirements violate the First Amendment by increasing advertisers’ costs 

and liability for engaging in political broadcast speech, and harmfully delaying broadcast of their 

political speech in the fast-moving final weeks of election season as stations ensure they have 

created and uploaded the appropriate and complete paperwork before airing a spot, seeking to 

transfer some of the burdens to advertisers would have limited success.  There is little assurance 

that an issue advertiser will still be around and solvent when a station is later accused of 

violating the Disclosure Requirements, and since other media don’t face such disclosure 

requirements and costs, these steps would merely drive advertisers to non-broadcast media, to 

the financial detriment of broadcasters, thereby also harming their viewers and listeners.   

C. The Newly-Implemented Disclosure Requirements Fail to Serve Either 
Governmental Interest Upon Which the Supreme Court Premised Section 
504’s Constitutionality 

While the burden imposed by the Disclosure Requirements vastly exceed anything the 

Court cited in McConnell v. FEC as reasonable, it is admittedly challenging to draw a bright line 

demonstrating exactly how far the Court believed the FCC needed to go in “ameliorating” 

Section 504’s burdens.  The Court did note that Section 504 cannot “impose disproportionate 

administrative burdens” compared to the government interests served, which would normally 

require the Commission to seek to ameliorate the burden sufficiently to make it “proportionate” 

to the governmental interests served.  

As noted above, the Court cited two governmental interests served by the issue 

advertising provisions of Section 504 in holding it to be facially constitutional: 
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These recordkeeping requirements seem likely to help the FCC determine whether 
broadcasters are carrying out their “obligations to afford reasonable opportunity 
for the discussion of conflicting views on issues of public importance,” 47 CFR 
§73.1910 (2002), and whether broadcasters are too heavily favoring 
entertainment, and discriminating against broadcasts devoted to public affairs, see 
ibid.; 47 U. S. C. § 315(a); Red Lion, 395 U. S., at 380.23 

Assuming for the moment the validity of these interests, the Commission would normally need 

to interpret the BCRA Requirements so as to make the associated regulatory burdens 

proportionate to the importance of serving those interests.        

That analysis is not necessary here, however, as the Disclosure Requirements do not in 

any manner serve these governmental interests.  First, reporting every “political matter of 

national importance” in issue ads does not tell the FCC anything about a station’s “discussion of 

conflicting views on issues of public importance.”  Even a relatively detailed description 

indicating that an ad discusses such political matters as “the universal health care legislation 

pending in Congress” and Joe Smith’s campaign to be elected a Senator for Wyoming, does not 

reveal whether the ads are for or against the health care legislation or Joe Smith, so no 

assessment of “balance” on issues of public importance is even possible.  And of course, that is 

assuming the First Amendment permits the FCC to determine what balance is appropriate, a 

prospect the FCC itself explicitly rejected when it eliminated the fairness doctrine.   

Second, even if the BCRA Requirements actually required disclosure of the precise 

position an ad takes on a “political matter” (they don’t, and such a requirement would be 

incredibly burdensome), it would still tell you nothing about the station’s “balance”, since the 

station might be running extensive news, public affairs programming, and station editorials 

taking an opposing position to that espoused in the ad. 

 
23 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 240-41. 
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The Disclosure Requirements fare no better in serving the other governmental interest 

cited by the Court—“whether broadcasters are too heavily favoring entertainment, and 

discriminating against broadcasts devoted to public affairs….”  Even assuming listing the details 

of every issue ad told the FCC something about a station’s entertainment/public affairs balance 

(again, it doesn’t, and the First Amendment prohibits the government from making such value 

judgments about a licensee’s programming), it would be irrelevant what issues are discussed in 

the ads.  Instead, the programming balance would be dictated by how many issue ads were aired, 

not by their discussion of any particular issue.  As a result, if the government’s interest is 

ensuring the appropriate balance of entertainment and public affairs content, there is no need for 

stations to disclose the issues discussed in issue ads at all, and requiring stations to describe 

every “political matter of national importance” mentioned in an issue ad merely increases the 

burden significantly without serving in any manner the asserted governmental interest. 

In short, where the regulatory burden imposed must be proportional to the government 

interests achieved in order to pass constitutional muster, and the Disclosure Requirements fail to 

serve those stated governmental interests in any way, no further analysis is required.  By 

definition, any regulatory burden on political speech is excessive where the stated governmental 

interests are not furthered by the imposition of such burden.  The FCC’s expansion of those 

burdens in the Orders serves only to make that disconnect more obvious, and ensures that the 

BCRA Requirements will ultimately be found by a court to be unconstitutional as applied.  The 

FCC’s obligation, however, is not to interpret the BCRA Requirements in the manner most likely 
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to result in them being overturned for constitutional infirmities, but to instead interpret them as 

the Court instructed—in a manner that allows BCRA to be constitutionally applied.24  

II. The Orders Misread the Statutory Language of Section 315(e) Itself 

The State Associations appreciate the challenges faced by the Commission in seeking to 

apply a law that quite directly impacts political speech, but the Supreme Court made clear that it 

was relying on the FCC to interpret Section 504 in a manner that reduced, rather than increased, 

any constitutional conflict.  What is therefore curious about the Orders is that they not only 

disregard that admonition, but in order to do so, conflict with the statutory language being 

interpreted.   

In that regard, it is worth quoting the statutory language whose interpretation is at the 

heart of this proceeding, Section 315(e)(2): 

(2) Contents of Record   
A record maintained under paragraph (1) shall contain information regarding—  

(A) whether the request to purchase broadcast time is accepted or rejected 
by the licensee; 
(B) the rate charged for the broadcast time; 
(C) the date and time on which the communication is aired; 
(D) the class of time that is purchased; 
(E) the name of the candidate to which the communication refers and the 
office to which the candidate is seeking election, the election to which the 
communication refers, or the issue to which the communication refers (as 
applicable); 
(F) in the case of a request made by, or on behalf of, a candidate, the name 
of the candidate, the authorized committee of the candidate, and the 
treasurer of such committee; and 
(G) in the case of any other request, the name of the person purchasing the 
time, the name, address, and phone number of a contact person for such 
person, and a list of the chief executive officers or members of the executive 
committee or of the board of directors of such person.25 

 
24 See also FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 516 (2009) (“The so-called canon of constitutional 
avoidance is an interpretive tool, counseling that ambiguous statutory language be construed to avoid serious 
constitutional doubts.”). 
25 47 U.S.C. § 315(e)(2) (emphasis added). 
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The language in Section 315(e)(2)(E) is clear, with the only nuance being that Congress 

didn’t specify a prioritization where an ad refers to, for example, both a candidate and an issue, 

leaving it to the broadcaster to determine which (“as applicable”) is the principle focus of the ad.  

After coexisting without difficulty with this language for over 15 years, the FCC in the Order 

suddenly elected to completely reinterpret it in an adjudicatory context, ruling that  

we interpret section 315(e)(2)(E) to require that licensees include in their political 
records information about all political matters of national importance referenced 
in each ad, including: (i) the names of all candidates for federal office referenced 
in the broadcast message; (ii) the respective offices to which all such candidates 
are seeking election; (iii) all elections referenced in the broadcast message; and 
(iv) all national legislative issues of public importance referenced in such 
message.26 

To accomplish this, the Order does not resolve ambiguities in the statutory provisions, 

but instead argues against their plain meaning.  Most obvious in this regard is the Order 

disregarding that the nouns bolded above, including “issue”, are singular and not plural.  Only by 

ignoring this simple fact was the Order able to assert that stations must list, for example, all such 

issues referenced in an ad.  The Order’s response to this inconvenient fact is merely to state that 

“use of the singular tense generally includes the plural tense, and vice versa,” citing 1 U.S.C. § 1.   

There are two obstacles to this approach, however.  First, 1 U.S.C. § 1 by its terms 

doesn’t apply where “the context indicates otherwise,” and the Order does not even suggest a 

reason to conclude that Congress didn’t mean exactly what it said in choosing the singular in 

setting forth the disclosure requirement.  Second, even were that not the case, 1 U.S.C. § 1 does 

not declare that the singular is equivalent to the plural.  Instead, it specifies that “words 

importing the singular include and apply to several persons, parties, or things.”27  That is hardly 

 
26 Order at ¶ 20. 
27 1 U.S.C. § 1 (emphasis added). 
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a basis for the Order’s conclusion that all issues, candidates, etc. must be listed in the disclosure, 

and instead supports the traditional view that broadcasters have the discretion to determine in 

good faith the primary focus of an ad rather than drafting an infinite laundry list of issues, etc. as 

the Order requires. 

In a similar vein, the Order asserts that when Congress said “or” (also bolded above), it 

didn’t actually mean “or”, even while acknowledging that “the use of the word ‘or’ in a statute 

typically carries a disjunctive meaning….”28  Instead, the Order merely notes that “[w]e disagree 

with this interpretation,” and asserts that “the parallel language in sections 315(e)(1)(B) and 

(e)(2)(E), together with Congress’s inclusion of the phrase ‘as applicable’ in section 

315(e)(2)(E), lead us to conclude that our reading is the better one.”  That is a non-sequitur.  

Section 315(e)(1)(B) is a triggering provision (ie, disclosure is required where A, B, or C is true; 

how many are true doesn’t matter), whereas Section 315(e)(2)(E) sets forth the specific 

disclosures required (where disclosure is required, your disclosure must list identifying fact A, B, 

or C).  One has no impact on the plain language of the other.   

Also, if drawing parallels to other sections is useful, the Order fails to explain why it 

ignored Section 315(e)(2)(G), which, unlike Section 315(e)(1)(B), is actually a disclosure 

provision like subsection E.  Subsection G requires “a list of the chief executive officers or 

members of the executive committee or of the board of directors of such person.”  The FCC has 

never suggested it requires broadcasters to list the chief executive officers and the members of 

the executive committee and the members of the board of directors, and Section 73.1212(e) of 

 
28 Order at ¶ 20 (emphasis added). 
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the Commission’s Rules confirms that view.29  If “or” means “or” in subsection G, there is no 

reason to think Congress intended it to mean “and” in subsection E. 

Moreover, contrary to the Order’s claim, the inclusion of “as applicable” in subsection E 

does not change this analysis.  An agency may not presume that Congress does not know how to 

convey its intended meaning in legislation, and Congress was fully capable of writing Section 

315(e)(2)(E) to say “broadcasters shall disclose A, B, C, and D (as applicable)” but did not.  By 

instead choosing to use “or” in combination with “as applicable”, Congress was merely 

indicating that broadcasters should disclose whichever of these is the primary focus of the ad, 

rather than all of them when more than one is present. 

That is the natural reading of Section 315(e)(2)(E) and one that the Order effectively 

concedes has been the unchallenged reading of the provision until now.  In contrast to this 

straightforward reading, to reach the Order’s strained conclusion, “or” must be read as “and”, 

single nouns must be read as infinite nouns, Congress must be presumed to be unable to draft 

legislation, and the Supreme Court’s admonition that the Commission must “ameliorate” the 

disclosure burden if the BCRA Requirements are to survive an “as applied” constitutional review 

must be disregarded.  Such a strained interpretation is inappropriate as a matter of statutory 

interpretation, 30 and indefensible in light of the First Amendment impact on political speech. 

 
29 See 47 C.F.R. ¶ 73.1212(e) (“the station shall, in addition to making the announcement required by this section, 
require that a list of the chief executive officers or members of the executive committee or of the board of directors 
of the corporation, committee, association or other unincorporated group, or other entity shall be made available for 
public inspection….”). 
30 FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 516 (2009) (“The so-called canon of constitutional avoidance 
is an interpretive tool, counseling that ambiguous statutory language be construed to avoid serious constitutional 
doubts.”); Edward J. DeBartolo Corp. v. Florida Gulf Coast Building & Constr. Trades Council, 485 U.S. 568, 575 
(1988) (“Another rule of statutory construction, however, is pertinent here: where an otherwise acceptable 
construction of a statute would raise serious constitutional problems, the Court will construe the statute to avoid 
such problems unless such construction is plainly contrary to the intent of Congress.”). 
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The Order’s expansive interpretation of what qualifies as a “political matter of national 

importance” or a “national legislative issue of public importance” similarly conflicts with the 

language of the statute.  While the State Associations appreciate the Commission’s efforts to 

clarify matters that clearly do not qualify for disclosure, the Order inexplicably neuters the 

qualifiers “importance” and “public importance.”  Thus, the Order states that a matter is of 

national importance if it “ha[s] significance on a national level.”31  But “significance” and 

“importance” are not equivalent terms, with “significance” being a far lower bar.  Arguably, 

every action by a federal government actor is significant, but a far smaller number are important.   

Similarly, the Order effectively reads “national legislative issue of public importance” 

merely as “national legislative issue,” making “of public importance” surplusage.  Specifically, 

the Order defines it as “an issue that is the subject of federal legislation that has been introduced 

and is pending in Congress at the time a request for air time is made.”32  Under this definition, 

when Congress votes to rename a post office, it is arguably a “national legislative issue,” but 

certainly not one “of public importance.”  It is already unrealistic that BCRA expects local 

broadcast employees to be generally aware of bills currently pending in Congress, but to expect 

them to be aware of bills that receive little or no press coverage magnifies an already unworkable 

burden.  In both cases, by broadening the interpretation of these terms beyond the statutory 

language, the Commission substantially increases the burden on broadcasters far beyond “six to 

seven hours of work per year” with “annual costs of a few hundred dollars at most….” 

To address this disconnect with both the statutes and the Court’s decision, the Petition 

asks the Commission to “modify the Order to explain that a ‘political matter of national 

 
31 Order at ¶ 30. 
32 Order at ¶ 37. 
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importance’ means a message directed to or about national political actors in a position to take 

national political action on the matter….”33  The State Associations support adoption of this 

language with a further clarification to address the fact that Section 315(e) by its terms only 

requires disclosure of political (or legislative matters) of national public importance.  To 

incorporate this requirement into the definition, the State Associations urge the Commission to 

further modify the proposed definition to read “a ‘political matter of national importance’ means 

a message directed to or about national political actors in a position to take national political 

action on a matter where such matter is one of national public importance.” 

III. The Burdens Imposed by the Disclosure Requirements Are Unsustainable 

While the extent of the burdens placed on broadcasters and political speech is highly 

relevant for purposes of First Amendment analysis and instructing the appropriate interpretation 

of Section 315(e), it is also worth examining that burden purely for purposes of regulatory 

pragmatism.  A regulatory regime that is highly intrusive and with which no station can ensure 

compliance no matter how many resources it dedicates to it (since a violation consists of the FCC 

second-guessing the content of political ads and/or the content of a broadcaster’s compelled 

speech regarding those ads) is the very definition of unworkable (alternate definition: arbitrary 

and capricious).34  Over the years, broadcasters have complied with the prior interpretation of the 

BCRA Requirements, along with many other political disclosure requirements, without 

complaint.  Perversely, the Supreme Court cited that fact in asserting that the BCRA disclosure 

requirements would not be overly burdensome.35 

 
33 Petition at 3 (emphasis in original). 
34 See Petition at 17 (citing Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) 
(“stating that an agency rule would be arbitrary and capricious if it ‘fail[s] to consider an important aspect of the 
problem’”)). 
35 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 235-36. 
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Whether constitutional or not, broadcasters have complied with myriad political 

disclosure requirements because reliably meeting those requirements was feasible.  Rather than 

be commended for those efforts (which other media have for the most part successfully fought 

off in courts and legislatures),36 the Orders now reward them with far more burdensome, and 

unjustifiable, requirements.  While the complainants assert without any support that such 

recordkeeping is easy,37 FCC recordkeeping always looks easy to those who don’t do it.   

A. The Burdens Imposed by the Disclosure Regulations Are Substantial 

The Petition conservatively estimates that disclosures which (hopefully) comply with the 

Disclosure Requirements will require “5-10 minutes per ad,”38 with the Joint Broadcaster 

Comments suggesting that estimate “may be on the low side.”39  Undersigned counsel, who may 

be the only party besides NAB who has drafted a set of broadcaster forms for making required 

political ad disclosures under the Disclosure Requirements, agrees that the actual amount of time 

needed will typically be higher.  Those who do not have to regularly produce such disclosures 

often overlook the many steps involved in creating them, and as is required by the Commission’s 

rules, “immediately” updating them whenever additional or changed information becomes 

available.   

Reviewing an ad for sponsorship identification and ensuring the ad’s main focus matches 

that listed in the PB-18 can indeed be a 1-2 minute task, as you are just confirming information 

 
36 See, e.g., Comments of the Law Offices of Jack N. Goodman, MB Docket No. 19-363, at 6-7. 
37 See Opposition of Campaign Legal Center, Sunlight Foundation, Common Cause, Benton Institute for Broadband 
and Society, and Issue One, MB Docket No. 19-363 (filed Dec. 30, 2019), at ii (“It is a relatively simple matter for 
station personnel to determine if an ad identifies a qualified candidate for public office and/or communicates a 
message regarding ‘a national legislative issue of public importance.’  Filling out a form listing the name(s) of the 
candidate(s), the election, and/or identifying the issue(s) and identifying who paid for the ads does not take a lot of 
time or effort.”). 
38 Petition at 17 n.36. 
39 Joint Broadcaster Comments at 11. 
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that either matches or doesn’t.  In contrast, discerning all candidates/offices/elections/issues in an 

ad and then drafting a list of them is a far more complex task—figuring out who is actually 

referenced in the spot, whether they are a legally qualified candidate and for what office/election, 

assessing whether there are many small issues or if they are merely components of an 

overarching issue, figuring out a concise way to describe all of the above in writing, and in some 

of the more challenging cases, doing research to determine whether a matter has “significance on 

a national level” or is referenced in any pending congressional legislation.  Anyone who can 

reliably do that in 10 minutes is a miracle worker or has a particularly simple ad in front of them. 

But of course, this describes only part of the task faced by broadcasters.  A station 

typically will not have a copy of the spot when filling out the PB-18, which, as we know, must 

be uploaded “immediately.”  When the spot later arrives, it must be reviewed as described above, 

the PB-18 updated with this information, the old PB-18 removed from the Political File, and the 

new one uploaded.  Every time the advertiser sends a fresh spot, or a revised version of the 

original spot, this process must be repeated, and as discussed below, the content may present 

scenarios where there is no “correct” way to meet the Disclosure Requirements, greatly slowing 

down the process.  In these situations, the best-case scenario is an internal discussion at the 

station to determine the “best” way to handle it, possibly supplemented by a call to counsel.  

Then, when all of this is done and the spots have aired, the PB-18 needs to be updated and 

uploaded one last time to indicate whether all the spots aired as scheduled.   

And of course, we haven’t discussed the separate steps the station must take to ensure it 

has a complete and accurate list of the advertiser’s officers, contact information, etc.  All of the 

above does not happen in 10 minutes.  Now multiply however many minutes it does take by the 

significant portion of the 42,111 documents going into Political Files per week that are issue 
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ads,40 and you begin to understand that this is not a “simple” task, but one akin to the planning 

for D-Day. 

Thus, the Order (and the complainants) badly underestimate the size of the burden 

imposed, and just as importantly, the impossibility of perpetually completing it successfully in a 

station staffed by broadcast employees rather than lawyers.  It’s also worth noting that the 

stations found deficient in the Orders were all TV stations, with most owned by some of the 

largest broadcasters in America.  In terms of resources available to tackle the Sisyphean task the 

Orders have created, they are by far the exception rather than the rule.  Most stations have far 

fewer resources and employees to call upon in seeking to meet the Disclosure Requirements.  

Of the 13,126 broadcast stations required to maintain a Political File, less than 1400 are 

full-power TV stations.41  The rest are radio stations and 387 Class A TV stations that have 

vastly smaller staffing.42  While, to the State Associations’ knowledge, the Commission has 

never formally released data regarding the number of radio stations whose EEO filings indicate 

they have fewer than five full-time employees, our understanding is that at least 40%, and likely 

the majority, of radio Station Employment Units have fewer than five full-time employees.43  

Since many Station Employment Units have more than one station (ie, an AM/FM combo), that 

means four or fewer full-time employees are actually handling all of the jobs at two or more 

stations, including ad sales and regulatory compliance.   

 
40 See text associated with Note 21, supra. 
41 Broadcast Station Totals as of December 31, 2019, FCC News Release (Jan. 3, 2020). 
42 Id. 
43 The FCC obviously has the actual data, and the State Associations request the Commission take official notice of 
that data in assessing the ability of stations to take on the additional workload and acquisition of expertise on 
candidates and political matters necessary to air issue advertising under the Disclosure Requirements. 
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What the complainants assert is a small amount of additional work is therefore anything 

but that for most radio stations.44  Similarly, the complainants’ cavalier statement that “stations 

can avoid this ‘burden’ simply by declining to air political ads” ignores the reality that radio 

stations, particularly in smaller and rural markets, face.  They often cannot afford to turn away 

any advertising, even if there is little profit left after incurring the associated regulatory burdens.  

More importantly, as the Supreme Court suggested in McConnell v. FEC, refusing to air political 

speech raises questions about whether a station is operating in the public interest,45 and that 

increases the likelihood of expensive challenges at license renewal time.   

These stations, supposedly free to do whatever they want, are instead trapped in a 

regulatory box.  If they air political issue ads, they must endure the cost of trying to satisfy the 

Disclosure Requirements, and if they fail to meet them, endure what would be crushing legal 

costs and fines.  If they instead choose not to air such political speech, they are curtailing 

political discourse and debate in their community, exposing themselves to license renewal 

challenges and—you guessed it—crushing legal expenses, fines, and the added risk of losing 

their license for not serving the public interest.  The notion that such stations have any choice is 

entirely illusory. 

But perhaps more importantly, certainly from a First Amendment standpoint, is that these 

small stations often operate in small communities where they are the principal or only source of 

news and information.  When they shut down political speech on their station, they are shutting 

 
44 The Orders’ failure to consider the effects of a significant expansion of paperwork burdens on all broadcasters, but 
particularly radio stations and other small businesses, further buttresses the Petition’s argument that adopting such 
requirements in the context of an adjudication violates the Administrative Procedure Act (Petition at 5-6), the 
Paperwork Reduction Act (Petition at n.13), and the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Petition at n.29). 
45 McConnell, 540 U.S. at 240-41. 
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down political discourse in their community.  Where the government utilizes its power over 

broadcast licensees to effectively curtail speech based on its content, the very core of First 

Amendment freedoms is violated.   

B. Full Compliance With the Disclosure Requirements Is an Impossibility 

Moving beyond the sheer scope of the task, the complainants fail to rebut any of the 

specific examples in the record demonstrating that the Commission’s new Disclosure 

Requirements place compliance squarely in the eye of the beholder rather than in the hands of 

the broadcaster charged with compliance.  Creating an unworkable regulatory regime serves no 

one, and merely creates the opportunity for random prosecutions. 

In that regard, there are many disclosure scenarios whether there simply is no 

demonstrably correct disclosure, and more will develop daily.  For example: 

 Where an ad discusses the Affordable Care Act, Medicare, and a candidate’s 
views on universal health care, is a station required to list each of these in its 
disclosure, or should the station merely describe the issue as “Health Care”?46 

 Where an ad for a candidate for the U.S. House of Representatives includes video 
of the candidate at the Capitol with 20 other people in suits, is the station required 
to identify everyone in the video to determine which are members of Congress 
and are running for reelection (so they and their offices/elections can be 
disclosed)?   

 Is the answer to the last example different if the ad is in opposition to that 
candidate and includes the line “Vote Joe Smith and his corrupt 
[Republican/Democrat] cronies out of office”?  Regardless, does “corruption” 
now need to be added to the list of issues?  

 An ad’s message consists entirely of “tell your state legislator to vote ‘yes’ on 
Virginia SB-16 and end the sale of assault weapons in Virginia.”  This seems 
clearly a state rather than national issue ad.  Later, the background video of the ad 
is changed from pictures of assault rifles to video from Newtown, Columbine, etc.  
The spoken message hasn’t changed, but must the station now revise its PB-18 to 
classify it as a “political matter of national importance”?  Lawyers well-versed in 
this area of law couldn’t reach a consensus on this example, but a sales manager 

 
46 NAB et al. raised a similar concern in the Petition at 14 (“[P]erhaps an ad mentions balanced budgets, a strong 
economy, creating a business-friendly financial and regulatory climate and/or tax cuts.  Would it be sufficient for a 
station to identify this ad in its political file as addressing ‘fiscal policy?’  Or would the FCC later deem each of 
those topics a discrete issue necessitating separate identification?”). 
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in Bristol, Virginia is supposed to be able to quickly and efficiently spot the 
change and correctly address it in an updated (or not) PB-18?  

  

In such scenarios, the Disclosure Requirements are effectively asking stations to 

determine how many issues/candidates/offices/elections can dance on the head of a pin, and then 

subject them to punishment if they guess wrong.  That word usage is intentional; it will often be 

a guess, and a correct guess is not the one that best describes all such matters, but that which 

correctly predicts how the FCC will view it much later under far different circumstances and 

with the benefit of hindsight.   

The record is replete with other examples where there is no clear “correct” disclosure 

until the FCC second-guesses it: 

 “The policy issues a person identifies in an advertisement often will depend upon 
his or her individual stance on the issue(s).  While one viewer might see an ad 
about carbon taxes as implicating tax policy and federal spending, another might 
view the same ad as addressing climate change or pollution.”47 

 “One viral Facebook post can instantly skyrocket a person or issue into national 
prominence.  For example, a station may be running ads about a local school 
board election.  When candidates start discussing whether to change the name of a 
school, suddenly the local school board election and the school name change 
become national issues with strong political overtones.  Does this mean the ad 
schedules about the local school board election must now be disclosed under 
Section 315(e)(1)(B)?”48 

 The above example also suggests other time-related issues: 

o If the station completes its PB-18 for a three-week ad run, determining the 
ad contains no national issues, and three days into the run the above-
referenced post goes viral, must the station be monitoring for such 
“national” changes in order to update the PB-18 mid-run?  If not, would 
the answer be different for a three-month flight of ads? 

o What about national legislative issues?  If a station completes its PB-18 
listing various political matters of national importance but concludes one 
matter in the ad doesn’t rise to the level of national importance, is it in 
violation of the Disclosure Requirements when a few days into the ad run, 
legislation on the matter is submitted in Congress?  If, as the language in 

 
47 Network Affiliate Associations Comments at 7. 
48 Joint Broadcaster Comments at 5 (footnote omitted). 
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the Order suggests, disclosure is required only if legislation “is pending in 
Congress at the time a request for air time is made,”49 can an advertiser 
evade disclosure by buying a six-month flight of ads a few days before its 
favored legislation is introduced?  If so, are the Disclosure Requirements 
serving any purpose at all?  

 

As noted in the Petition50 and various comments in this proceeding,51 faced with such an 

impossible task, stations have no choice but to treat every utterance as needing to be disclosed, 

making the disclosures themselves useless for anyone trying to determine the actual point of an 

issue ad.  It would be vastly more efficient and useful for stations to instead just upload the ads 

directly to the Political File so that those interested in their content for academic or other reasons 

can take on the assertedly “simple” task of discerning what candidates/offices/elections/issues 

the ads reference and their relevance. 

Even before the release of the Orders, the Commission’s political advertising rules were 

some of the most difficult to apply in the real world, where infinite variables collide with rules 

designed for an era no more complex than “that spot costs $10, Senator.”  In the State 

Associations’ experience, training sessions and advisories for broadcasters on the Commission’s 

political rules typically run longer and lead to more follow up questions than those on pretty 

much any other subject.  Now, the Orders ramp up that complexity an order of magnitude and 

impose a worrisome level of uncertainty for even the most fastidious broadcaster.  The 

 
49 Order at ¶¶ 2 and 37. 
50 Petition at 19-20 (“The rules as drafted through these adjudications create strong incentives for local radio and TV 
stations to be overinclusive in their disclosures.”). 
51 Network Affiliate Associations Comments at 3 (“Broadcasters’ only rational response to the uncertainties 
generated by the Commission’s recent ‘guidance’ will be to over-report everything.”); Joint Broadcaster Comments 
at 9 (“The natural inclination of any broadcast station employee faced with spotting and reporting on every federal 
candidate, election and political matter of national importance, especially in ads that raise a number of different 
issues, will be to over-disclose and identify any issue referenced however tangentially in any ad, whether or not that 
candidate or issue is really the focus of an ad.”). 
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underlying statutes do not require such an approach, the Constitution will not permit such an 

approach, and there is no governmental interest sufficient to support such an approach. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons discussed herein, the State Associations respectfully request that the 

Commission grant the Petition in all respects consistent with these comments, including 

narrowing the Commission’s interpretations of “political matters of national importance” and 

“national legislative issue of public importance” respectively, and adopting “a more rational, 

administrable and effective approach that requires stations to make reasonable, good faith efforts 

to disclose the topics that are the focus of political ads, rather than compile a laundry list of 

issues.”52  The test of compliance should not be the broadcaster’s ability to read the 

Commission’s future mind, but whether its political disclosures were reasonable and made in 

good faith. 
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52 Petition at 3 (emphasis omitted). 
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